(Top Left) The ugly “Spud” ghost is one of the many spirits faced by the fearless Ghostbusters. (Above) Dan Aykroyd leads fearless friends Bill Murray (left) and Harold Ramis (right) as they seek out ghosts in the New York Public Library. (Center Left) Sigourney Weaver lives in a very strange apartment building and Rick Moranis is a nerdy neighbor with a crush who hasn’t a ghost of a chance of getting her. (Below) The Terror Dog is one more ghost hunted by the fearless trio. ©Columbia Pictures

(L-R) Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd and Harold Ramis are ectoplasmic exterminators intent on making the Big Apple safe from ghosts. Ghostbusters is produced and directed by Ivan Reitman from a screenplay by Dan Aykroyd and Harold Ramis. ©Columbia Pictures